
Lock Options Price List 2023

Value Mechanical Lock
Suffix - KL15 - Private Use

This cost-effective black mechanical lock is suited best for 
users that prefer not to use or keep a card or key. 

This lock has a private function where the user sets a code 
for repeated use, with a reset switch to change the code while 
the door is open. Public use lock available upon request; this 

lets the user set a four pin code only once before being erased 
once opened for the next user.  This is ideal for places that 

requires multiple use.

The coloured window shows when the lock is open or in use.
If a code has been forgotten it can be recovered

using a master key *sold separately* 

Code Retrieval Key Available
‘Private Use’ lock 

shown above.

Rectangular Mechanical Lock
Suffix - KL20 - Private Use Only

This flush black mechanical lock is suited best for 
users that prefer not to use or keep a key. 

This lock has a private function only,  meaning a set code 
will be used repeatedly. Ideal for places of work. 

The coloured window shows when the lock is in use and 
the dials auto-scramble to 0-0-0-0 to hide the code for 

convenience after use.

If a code has been forgotten it can be recovered
using a master key *sold separately* 

Master Key Available

Round Mechanical Lock
Suffix - KL10 - Private Use Only

This compact black mechanical lock is suited best for 
users that prefer not to use or keep a key. 

This lock has a private function only,  meaning a set code 
will be used repeatedly, ideal for places of work.

If a code has been forgotten it can be recovered
using a code retrieval key *sold separately* 

Code Retrieval Key Available

Electronic Keypad Lock
Suffix - KLKP

This stylish standalone lock shares the same slimline 
design that the RFID Plate Lock has, while preserving the 

traditional code access keypad often visually favoured.
This can be set to either private or public use.

A personal master code should be set up at the first 
point of use meaning if the users code has been forgot-

ten it can still be recovered.
*4 x AA batteries are initially supplied 

but then to be personally replaced*

RFID Plate Lock
Suffix - KL RFID

This stylish RFID front plate lock is designed to be 
opened with a card and can be programmed for 

either private or public use. 
One card programmer device is required per order, 
weather that is for one lock or one thousand locks.

Featuring a power latch enabling intuitive 
‘push shut’ closing system for fast locking doors.

Each lock comes with one card however 
additional cards can purchased separately.

*4 x AA batteries are initially supplied 
but then to be personally replaced*

KL RFID Programmer AvailableLock (on the right) 
shown with programmer

Digital Lock
Suffix - D - Private/Public Use

This keyless digital lock comes in choices of silver or 
black. Its two functions can be changed to suit its user.

The (default) private function is for users to set a pin code 
for repeated use, making it ideal for places of work.

The public function allows users to set a four digit pin 
code which is used only once before being erased once 

opened, then it is available for the next user. 

*2 x AAA batteries are initially supplied 
but then to be personally replaced*

Coin Lock
Suffix - C

This sliding bolt locking system is secured 
with the use of a £1 coin or trolley token.

This simple lock is ideal for temporary use in 
dry environments such as public buildings, 
shopping centres or educational facilities. 

Master Key Available

View inside the door

Please contact for any more information or request of technical data sheets related to the lock of interest.

Key Lock *Standard*
Suffix - K

Our standard lock for all locker units 
purchased, unless stated otherwise.

This simple locking system is ideal for both 
multiple users or single, long-term use.

Two keys are supplied per lock.
*Key series can be mastered at extra cost*

Master Key Available


